CAREER OPPORTUNITY
FIELD: MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL / NURSING / PERSONAL AIDE
Background
I, Alexander Gonzalez, a retired paramedic will train the personal aid in caring for an elderly Spanish/
English speaking woman. Under the federal CDPA™ program (consumer direct personal aid program.)
Description
I will train first week second week on your own with me observing showing how to do it better and more
efficiently.
• The patient has mild dementia lordosis, kyphosis and scoliosis, compressed nerves make walking
very difficult must be guided supported and placed on commode every 3.5 hours to urinate, she
forgets to urinate, nothing is wrong with her bladder, lifting her is a challenge for a woman she
weighs 150 lbs. for a man typically easy.
• The training is in body mechanics; live food prepping; strict diet, knowledge and scientific
nutritional supplements under Dr. Eric berg and Gary Knolls nutritional scientist foods that heal
the human body. I do traction, compression and stretching to alleviate structural skeletal pain.
• Physical therapy exercises; water hydration with electrolytes
• Must be able to lift 150 lbs; changing depends; communications with patients with mild dementia
for elderly mothers requires an internal sense of what is needed in the moment learning to read
the signals. Shower skills 4x a week;
• Glucameter reading and analysis of capillary sugar and blood pressure meter (manual) monitoring
the heart pressure and how to bring heart lower. Serve breakfast, lunch and prepare dinner for her
and father, meals must be pre-prepared in advance, I will train it in an efficient set up with
stations organized in every room.
The CDPA program offers two jobs components one to manage over the telephone 8 hrs and 42 hrs 7
days a week six hour days at $18.70 an hour, good for a husband wife team or co-inhabiting partners. The
hours are from 9 AM to 3PM. The perks to the job are one night, weekends, I will pay cash $20.00 dollars
an hour when I need time off.
Prefer (but do not require) a man to do the personal aid work. Candidate should speak Spanish and
English and woman for supervising on the telephone or vice versa woman has to be very strong and lift
150 lbs, if a patient falls while being assisted or supported to the floor, abusing emergency services is not
permitted. I will be training you to avoid the paramedic to know the differences and a relative will be on
call, never call paramedics, you will be trained by a retired paramedic.
Everything is organized in stations in every room with supplies it will get easier. I always offer my work
to the divine creator; it never fails to care for both worker patients and provides lawyers to defend you too
if the need and the conditions permit it creative power to do so.
Contact:
•
•
•
•

Name: Alexander Gonzalez
Phone: (347) 449-8906 (leave a message)
Email; Laugon108@gmail.com
Site Location: Coop City (Bronx, NY)

Compensation:
• It is different from a home health assistant,
• It pays more than minimum wage, $18.50 an hr to start and it increases to $19.50 an hr , with the
emphasis on nutritional foods and living foods and supplements under the guide and instruction
of nutritional scientist Gary Knull, Dr Eric Berg and Dr Mercola, Dr Klapper. and Dr Camble
from Colombia Presbyterian.
NOTE:
We do not allow conveyor belt work mentality or the factory worker attitudes in the caring business of the elderly like the home
health care workers, who often exhibits this inefficiency and inappropriate behavior by cutting corners abusing emergency
medical services to come and lift the elderly person then transport them to hospital endangering their lives placing them in debt
financially because an oppressed worker is resentful, takes advantage at the expense of the innocent elder patient, it will not be
tolerated here the misplaced resentment towards agency should not be transferred to the elderly and their family as a
compensation when in reality the worker responsibility is to organize and unity protesting to the authorities, this lack lack of
unity with regard to the exploitation felt by worker and the pork barreling HMO managers of operation, who takes all the money
from the federal government, who pays handsomely the worker to be trained highly for a good wage is undermined yet the
agency takes its all and poorly trains the worker to perform with mediocrity maintaining that poor and inadequate minimum
wage harming the elderly. Please workers purging on the elderly is doing nothing about your civic duties to your working group.

